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Kendal Experimental Order

Consultation Summary

RESPONSE TO CONSULTATION, ADVERTISING AND OBJECTIONS DISCUSSION AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS

Statutory Consultees

South Lakeland District Council – 

 Indicated that the Experimental Order helped to deliver a clutter free, welcoming, safe 
and atmospheric public space and ensured that the space meet the need of its wide 
range of users.  

 The reduction of vehicle movements in the Market Place and Finkle Street has been 
welcomed. 

 South Lakeland District Council recognises the continued importance of making the 
town centre accessible and providing the needs of the disabled users.  The 
Experimental Order has had the positive result of increasing the number of disabled 
spaces from 7 to 9 and taxi bays from 1 to 3 with the spaces now available 7 days a 
week.  There are also disabled bays available in nearby car parks out of the hours the 
disabled bays can be used at Westmorland Shopping centre, Library Road, Booths and 
South Lakeland House. 

Kendal Futures

 Welcomes the approach to trial changes in the pedestrian area, creating a clutter 
free, welcoming, safe and atmospheric public space which respects the history and 
heritage of Market Place. Concerned about the number of vehicle movements on 
Market Place, Branthwaite Brow and Finkle Street throughout the day and evening.  
Market Place often feels very busy and dominated by traffic, rather than a safe, 
pedestrian focused space which all users can enjoy. 
Recognise the needs of our disabled visitors.  Pleased to see that the experimental 
order has increased the number of disabled spaces from 7 to 9, and the number of 
taxi bays from 1 to 3.  These spaces are now available 7 days a week when the 
parking on Market Place was previously restricted to non-market days.  
While the hours of use on Stricklandgate are restricted to between 11 am and 4 pm, 
there are also disabled parking spaces available in nearby car parks, including the 
Westmorland Shopping Centre, Library Road, Booths and South Lakeland House.   

 We also hope that the new traffic regulations will enable parking and traffic 
movements in the pedestrian zone to be enforced effectively and ensure vehicles do 
not use Finkle Street or Market Place as a ‘rat run’ through the town centre.



Kendal Town Council 

 Indicated that they were generally supportive of the Experimental Order.

  Kendal Town Council has not received any direct feedback but understand that there 
may be unease amongst some blue badge holders and that concerns have arisen 
regarding taxis and their use of the town centre.

Response to the letter drop among residents; advertising and objections

1. 158 responses were received to our letter drop informing the local community of the 
proposals. Some made comments; some made objections.

2. A summary of these responses and objections now follow together with discussion 
and recommendations.

Kendal Experimental TRO 2018 Responses

Received via post/email

Ref 
No.

Respondent Comment

1 Resident of 
Kendal

 Upset have been moved
 New Disabled bays too far away 
 Vans and cars parked in disabled bays 

2 Resident of 
Kendal

 Upset the disabled bay have been moved from Finkle street
 Feels it is discriminatory against elderly disabled people  that they 

can only park 11am-4pm

3 Resident of 
Kendal

 Unfair the disabled bays have been removed from Market Place and 
Finkle Street

 Inability to use the new allocated disabled spaces before 11am
 Unfair we are dictated to by the council when we can go shopping
 Has tried to park in the spaces (before 6t Oct) and there has been a 

taxi or delivery van parked in them with no driver seated inside and 
the “occasional” blue badge holder

 Reluctant to shop in town because as cant use banks and shops 
would normally walk to without walking too far

4 Resident of 
Kendal

 Very unhappy about the scheme 
 After taking her brother for a solicitors appointment in Kendal which 

was outside of the hours for using the disabled bays in the town 
centre

 Feels restricted by the times disabled bays available 11am-4pm



5 Resident of 
Kendal

 Objects to the experimental order 
 Feels that this goes against the Disability Discrimination Act/ 

Equality Act 
 Feels that the experimental order makes the situation worse than it 

was originally
 It greatly reduces the time that Blue Badge holders have to park in 

the town centre
 No parking available for blue badge holders in the town centre of an 

evening for people to access event at the Town Hall or other venues
 Would like to know the health and safety concerns that instigated 

the experimental order? What criteria is to be used to measure the 
outcome?

6 Resident of 
Grange-Over-
Sands

 Feels the new times of 11am-4pm for disabled drivers to use the 
disabled bays in the town centre are very restrictive

 Attends the Urartian Chapel in Market Place removal of designated 
parking spaces close to the venue has been a huge blow as has 
serious health problems and cannot walk much distance

 Request that the parking be available for the disabled 9am-4pm as 
opposed to staring at 11am

7 Taxi Driver  Propose that the two taxi ranks be moved to the top of Highgate 
bank (between Yorkshire bank and the Market place) thus keeping 
our 6 rank bays together and having the whole of the loading bay 
between Greggs and Barclays bank turned over to Disabled parking 
bays between 11am and 4pm.

 Also to turn over the 3 bays between Specsavers and the Market 
place to Disabled parking, therefore, creating 10 Disabled bays in 
total

8 Resident of 
Kendal

 Presence of moving traffic in the Market Square is potentially 
hazardous for pedestrians who do not expect them; and surely 
against the aims of the District Council who earlier this year made 
changes to the Square supposedly to improve it as an open space 
within the town centre. 

9 SLDC-Halls Officer  Loading/unloading bay near the Town Hall needs to be policed prior 
to 11 and after 4. 

 Request a designated marked parking bay for Kendal Town Hall 
greatly assist wedding ceremonies and events.

10 Resident of 
Kendal

 I agree with decision to move the disabled parking bays from Market 
Place and Finkle Street.

  These areas should be for the towns enjoyment, pedestrian access 
and for events and markets not for free parking 

 You've provided more than enough alternative spaces in a very 
convenient area

  I wholeheartedly support this experimental change
11 Resident of 

Arnside
 This has had a serious effect on me as a disabled driver for two 

reasons. 
 I travel into Kendal early to shop as this means it is easier to park. 

With the restrictions ending at 11am I had plenty of time to park in 
either Market Place or Finkle Street and shop before the deadline. 



Secondly, the parking area there made it easier for me to reach the 
shops in that area.

 Having to utilise the new shared bays I have to travel in later and 
just hope there is space which GENERALLY THERE  IS NOT.

 The result of your alterations is basically I don’t want to bother 
shopping in the town centre anymore but prefer to go out to the 
larger supermarkets where I can park free and always find a space.

 I feel that you need to at least retain one of the parking areas either 
in Finkle Street or Market Place at a longer period ie no 11am cut 
off.

12 User of Kendal 
Town Centre 
parking

 I heard of such a ridiculous scheme which is proposed for parking for 
disabled people,

 what if I had an appointment before 11am

13 User of Kendal 
Town Centre 
parking

 Please reinstate the disabled spaces on Market Square and Finkle 
Street – this is now wasted space

 Taxi/disabled spaces in Highgate outside Greenhalghs should be 
reversed so that taxis are at the front and disabled parking behind 
the taxi spaces

14 User of Kendal 
Town Centre 
parking

 Concerned about problems regards disabled parking being disabled 
myself and a blue badge holder

 Disabled people do go out after 4 pm and therefore require access 
to parking all the time. 

 Kendal is hilly so spaces for blue badge holders in the centre is 
paramount.  

 Express my concern for the safety of people parking in the current 
bays on Strickland gate in Kendal.

 Bays have no access to the pavement for a wheelchair unloading 
from a ramp at the rear of an adapted vehicle. 

 Means the wheelchair has to be pushed into the road to a pavement 
access point either on Finkle Street or on the Market Place.

 Unsafe for the wheelchair user and unsafe for the carer assisting.
 Core hours on a Sunday need to be extended to allow disabled 

people to attend church or chapel services.

15 Resident of 
Kendal

 Express my concern for the safety of people parking in the current 
bays on Strickland gate in Kendal.

 Bays have no access to the pavement for a wheelchair unloading 
from a ramp at the rear of an adapted vehicle. 

 Means the wheelchair has to be pushed into the road to a pavement 
access point either on Finkle Street or on the Market Place.

 Unsafe for the wheelchair user and unsafe for the carer assisting.
 Core hours on a Sunday need to be extended to allow disabled 

people to attend church or chapel services
16 Resident of 

Kendal
 Find the hours that they are able to access the disabled spaces as 

severely limiting. 
 Used to go into town early to get to places like the bank when they 

were relatively less busy. 



 Feel that the scheme treats them like school children who are being 
told when they can go out.

 Feel it is far more dangerous having to exit the car into traffic rather 
than stepping out into a pedestrian area such as the Market Place or 
Finkle Street.

17 Resident of 
Kendal

 Parking on the main street extremely dangerous for both my 
husband getting wheelchair out & me trying to open door wide 
enough without hitting someone walking past

 Please open Market Place again with much more spaces and longer 
time

18 Resident of 
Kendal

 Not being able to park near war memorial has triggered 2 asthma 
attacks

 Health problems make walking difficult
 Please consider the damage caused to disabled people who are 

unable to use previous parking facility on a Sunday for worship

19 Kendal Unitarian 
Church

 Concerns regarding Experimental TRO  
 Unclear if proposals include access for people coming to the Chapel
 Removal of parking for disabled and no-disabled makes it difficult 

for people coming for events & multi-storey car park closed in the 
evening

 Time restriction means that disabled people have nowhere t park in 
town in the evening precluding them from events

 When vehicles adapted for large wheelchair access, park in one of 
bays they must be wheeled along traffic lane before gaining access 
to pavement –very dangerous. If cars behind and in front of said 
vehicle no longer possible for the wheelchair access

 Particular concerns prevents wheelchair users and others reaching 
Sunday morning service 

 Restrictive hours aid deliveries which do not take place in evenings 
or Sundays

 Solution is to restore Market Place and Finkle Street parking bays 
 Much safer than current situation
 Received 8 of this response from attendees of the Unitarian Church

20 Attendee of 
Unitarian Church

 Member of the Unitarian Church has no mobility and requires 
sufficient  space for the ramp in his adapted vehicle to exit the 
vehicle

 Please consider those who have disabilities that do not require a 
wheelchair

 Parking in Market Place was fine for people previously but the walk 
from Westmorland Shopping centre is too far

 Parking spaces to be returned as they were

21 Resident of 
Kendal

 New arrangements  affected elderly parents due to specific times of 
use for new bays

 Lack of user friendly facilities for blue badge holders in Kendal  

22 Via feedback 
form

 Strongly supports 
 Appreciates the car free spaces



23 Via feedback 
form

 Supports 
 Walk and cycle around Kendal and appreciates the car free spaces
 Car free town is the direction to head 

24 Via feedback 
form

 Opposes 
 Disabled parking only 11-4 does not help with attending evening 

events
 Hard to get wheelchair out of boot in spaces provided

25 Via feedback 
form

 Opposes 
 Scrap proposals
 If it’s not broken don’t fix it

26 Via feedback 
form

 Strongly Opposes 
 Allow disabled parking Market Place and Finkle St
 Allow access for those being given vehicular help to attend the 

Unitarian Chapel
 Consider access for adopted vehicles conveying wheel chairs

27 Via feedback 
form

 Strongly Opposes t
 Reinstate parking in the Market Place and Finkle Street
 Too much traffic to allow safe embarkment/disembarkment for 

disabled/mobility limited people
 Proposed changes put disabled people at disadvantage when 

attending evening meetings due to restricted hours
28 Via feedback 

form
Attendee of 
Unitarian Church

 Strongly Opposes 
 Branthwaite Brow/Market Place restricted to residential access and 

loading - Unclear if this includes access to the chapel.  Some arrive 
by taxi and alight at the Chapel gates on Branthwaite Brow usually 
1030-1100 on Sunday but also at other times depending on events 
taking place

 No longer allowing parking on Market Place/Finkle St makes it 
difficult for people coming to events at Chapel as the multi-story is 
closed in the evening when lots of events take place and is too far 
for people to walk as is Booths car park

 Time restriction 11-4 on bays Highgate/Stricklandgate – this means 
disabled people have no where to park in the evening.  Taxis and 
delivery vehicles often park in the areas for disabled people. 
Adapted vehicles for large wheelchairs with rear ramp access must 
be wheeled along the traffic lane before it can gain access to the 
pavement. No enough space in new spaces for these wheelchairs to 
exit ramps if car parked behind

 Particular concern to the chapel that wheelchair users and others 
from reaching Sunday morning service on time and precludes their 
attending evening events.

 Solution to reinstate parking except on Market days in the Market 
Place it is safer, wheelchair access to cars with ramps is easier and 
the area is relatively deserted at night so no valid reason why 
parking should not be allowed.  No through traffic makes the Market 
Place much safer than Highgate or Stricklandgate

 8 copies of this response received



29 Via feedback 
form

 Strongly oppose
 Make no changes allow Blue badge parking at all times 
 Taking away the independence of disabled people 
 Locked out of town centre amenities by time disabled bays available 

30 Via feedback 
form

 Strongly oppose
 Return the way it was
 Allow blue badge parking in the Market Square
 Not impressed with this proposal
 Inadequate parking spaces will negatively impact all local business
 Don’t want the centre of Kendal to turn into a sterile ghost town like 

the ill-fated K Village
31 Via feedback 

form
 Strongly oppose
 Leave it as it is and make more disabled spaces available in the 

Market Place and top of Finkle
 Do realise Market Place is un-usable on Market Days.
 Parking between 11-4 is not suitable for lots of disabled people. 
  Make more free spaces and maybe road side parking would stop. 

32 Via feedback 
form

 Strongly oppose
 Revert back to old system 
 Spaces overflowing with delivery vans and taxis

33 Via feedback 
form

 Strongly oppose
 Return disabled parking to the market place
 Unsafe to Park on Highgate when you need to access the rear to 

unload a person in a wheelchair
 Restricted hours of 11-4 do not allow for disabled people to access 

shops and banks at other times
34 Via feedback 

form
 Strongly oppose
 Return disabled parking to the Market Place and Finkle Street
 Parking spaces in Market Place and Finkle St  are better laid out for 

disabled people safer
 Since disabled parking was re-introduced approx. seven years ago 

there have been no accidents involving blue badge holders
35 Via feedback 

form
Unitarian church 
attendee

 Strongly oppose
 Leave them as they were in Market Place
 Sunday blue badge holder parking in Market Place was not a 

problem and I could get to a church service for 11am now parking in 
the Westmorland Shopping centre it is too arduous a task to walk 
for those with non-visible disabilities –cannot attend Sunday service 
or evening events

36 Via feedback 
form
Unitarian church 
attendee

 Strongly oppose
 Has respiratory illness mobility and a problem walking. Using the 

Unitarian chapel as my place of worship I would ask you to return to 
the previous arrangement permanently.


37 Via feedback 

form
Unitarian church 
attendee

 Strongly oppose
 Blue badge parking in the Market Place and vehicular access for blue 

badge users and taxis is essential for the disabled.  I would amend 
the plans to ensure these remain.



38 Online feedback 
form

 Strongly oppose
 Reinstate disabled parking in the Market Place especially on 

Sundays.  Remove time limits of 11-4 imposed on disabled drivers as 
this is insulting, discriminatory and also makes it difficult for 
attendance of evening activities especially the chapels Sunday 
service

39 Via feedback 
form

 Strong oppose
 Reinstate the parking in Market Place
 Feel the needs of disabled people are not taken into consideration

40 Via feedback 
form

 Strongly oppose
 Go back to what they were but keep bays near Farrer’s coffee shop
 Needs to be Monitored to keep non blue badge people out of the 

bays

41 Via feedback 
form
Unitarian church 
attendee

 Strongly oppose
 Return 24 hr parking to Market Place and Finkle St. Keep 11-4 

parking in loading bays as I requested in 2005

42 Via feedback 
form
Unitarian church 
attendee

 Strongly oppose
 Reinstating the parking as it was before the introduction of the Exp 

TRO

43 Via feedback 
form

 Support
 Prefers cars not to be parked on Market Place-makes it more 

pleasant to sit, eat, wander around stalls & shops

44 Via feedback 
form

 Strongly support
 Very good idea to protect Market Place and discourage all cars

45 Via feedback 
form

 Strongly oppose
 Disgusted that the disabled spaces taken way 

46 Via feedback 
form

 Support
 If it means no-one can park in Market place 

47 Via feedback 
form

 Strongly oppose
 Make sure that no taxi’s parked in any disabled spaces.
 Not enough parking for disabled.

48 Not provided  Strongly support
 Need safe disabled bays

49 Via feedback 
form

 Strongly support
 People need to get use to changes



50 Via feedback 
form

 Strongly support
 Hard for a disabled person to get out of a car next to a kerb

51 Via feedback 
form

 Strongly Support
 Pedestrianize the whole high street

52 Via feedback 
form

 Strongly support 
 About time

53 Via feedback 
form

 Oppose
 Make sure disabled parking remains a priority and not restricted by 

times

54 Via feedback 
form

 Oppose
 Cannot use bays before 11am
 Reinstate parking bays in Market Place and Finkle Street

55 Via feedback 
form

 Oppose
 Reinstate as before
 This is where the parking is required

56 Via feedback 
form

 Oppose
 Needs input and trailing by blue badge population and 

wheelchair/electric power chair population
 Provide dropped kerbs to make wheelchair access to pavements 

safe
 Need for more accessible bays with side and back loading not 

restricted times 
 Multi-story parking – not accessible to adapted vehicles which 

cannot drive under height restrictions at entrance lots of empty blue 
badge spaces as they are not accessible to adapted vehicles

57 Via feedback 
form

 Strongly oppose
 Reinstate parking on Market or birdcage, remove dual parking bays. 
 Constantly blocked in by the non blue-badge vehicles that ignore 

spacing.  Cannot get ramp down from my daughters power chair
 Need more space to get ramps out. Nose to tail parking inevitably 

reduces parking for wheelchair users. By remaining nose in parking 
bays you are discriminating against wheel chair users.  

 WAV vehicles don’t fit under the barrier in multi-story cannot use 
these bays

58 Via feedback 
form

 Strongly oppose
 Put back parking as before
 The current designated spaces necessitate walking uphill for some it 

is impossible

59 Via feedback 
form

 Strongly oppose
 Put the disabled parking back in the Market Place, and Finkle Street



 I cannot walk from the Main Street to the shopping centre or the 
market, for spinal and back problems.

60 Via feedback 
form

 Strongly oppose
 Leave things along apart from enforcement

61 Via feedback 
form

 Strongly oppose
 Bring back parking for the disabled in Market Place and near 

Birdcage at more reasonable times

62 Via feedback 
form

 Strongly oppose
 Put disabled parking back ion Market Place and Finkle Street
 Can only park after 11 -restrictive

63 Via feedback 
form

 Strongly oppose
 Raise the height on barrier into multi-story
 Most WAV’s can’t get in to use the parking available that’s why blue 

badge area empty
 Enforce parking restrictions especially on dropped kerbs and no 

longer bays for WAVs.  Ramp is regularly blocked by other drivers 
ignoring to leave space.

64 Via feedback 
form

 Strongly oppose
 Priority should be given to blue badge parking

65 Via feedback 
form

 Strongly oppose
 Repeal them all
 The timings that are useable

66 Via feedback 
form

 Strongly oppose
 Reinstate original disabled parking especially the Market Place


67 Via feedback 
form

 Strongly support


68 Via feedback 
form

 Strongly oppose
 discriminatory that parking is restricted between the hours of 11am-

4pm disabled people do have a life outside of those time limits

69 Via feedback 
form

 Strongly support

70 Resident of 
Kendal

 Removal of spaces on Finkle Street has caused problems as difficulty 
parking for the bank

 Cannot always be guaranteed this space being available
 Can understand the removal of the spaces on Market Place but 

cannot understand the removal of spaces on Finkle Street 



71  Feels the spaces are “non user friendly” disabled spaces
 Reducing spaces and setting specific times has impacted on elderly 

parents independence
 Limited spaces are either side of the town and at times misused by 

other drivers

Feedback Forms via website 

72 Not provided  Strongly Support

73 Not provided  Neutral
 Disabled badge holders may struggle with kerbs, so drop kerbs are 

necessary.

74 Not provided  Support
 Ensure a permanent drop kerb is installed along the perimeter of the 

new parking spaces.

75 Not provided  Strongly Oppose
 In a WAV vehicle meaning if another car parks too close I am unable 

to get my ramp down to get out. 
76 Not provided  Strongly Support

 Would like to see the arrangements enforced by parking attendants 
or police more strongly. 

 Something needs to be done to make pedestrians safer in the town 
centre. 

77 Not provided  Strongly Support
 Move all parking away from main shopping areas to help the high 

street be more pedestrian friendly. As well as stricter loading times.
 Enforcement needs to be more stricter throughout town, especially 

in Market Place
78 Not provided  Support

 Backup changes with regular enforcement. Improve disabled 
facilities in shopping centre car park.

 Without enforcement people will still ignore the signage.
79 Not provided  Strongly Support

 Remove highway status and make it pedestrian friendly.
 Greater use of alternative blue badge parking and shop mobility.

80 Not provided  Strongly Support
 Stronger enforcement.
 More of Kendal’s town centre should be pedestrianised. 

81 Not provided  Support 

82 Not provided  Strongly Support
 Perhaps look at having an automated bollard system. 



83 Not provided  Strongly Support

84 Not provided  Strongly Oppose

85 Not provided  Strongly Support
 Keep the temporary arrangement.
 Ensure that spaces for other vehicles are not abused by taxi drivers 

and other users
86 Not provided  Support

87 Not provided  Support
 Its success depends on level of enforcement

88 Not provided  Strongly Support

89 Not provided  Support
 If enforced correctly this will have a major benefit in helping to 

reduce traffic movements, making Kendal town centre pedestrian 
friendly

90 Not provided  Neutral

91 Not provided  Support
 Try to stop traffic mixing with pedestrians in the market square.

92 Not provided  Support

93 Not provided  Strongly Support

94 Not provided  Support
 Make more disabled bays available.

95 Not provided  Strongly Support

96 Not provided  Strongly Support
 Would like completion of attractive cycle network.

97 Not provided  Strongly Support

98 Not provided  Support

99 Not provided  Neutral

100 Not provided  Support

101 Not provided  Strongly Support

102 Not provided  Strongly Support
 Only allow access to emergency and delivery vehicles. 

103 Not provided  Support
 Removable bollards would help stop traffic using the market place 

as a shortcut. 
104 Not provided  Strongly Support

105 Not provided  Strongly Support
 Leave things as they are under the experiment.

106 Not provided  Strongly Oppose
 Legalise parking again on non-market days for disabled, taxis etc. 



107 Not provided  Strongly Oppose
 Put things back the way they were. 
 Commercial and delivery vehicles are parked on Highgate at all 

hours making parking harder for disabled people. 

108 Not provided  Support
 Make sure that signage makes it clear. 
 Make sure the regulation is enforced properly.

109 Not provided  Oppose
 Disabled bays are not available all day
 Taxis always parked on Finkle Street

110 Not provided  Strongly Support
 Reduce the traffic flow through town in general
 More enforcement

111 Not provided  Support
 Less disabled bays should be required in the multi-storey.

112 Not provided  Support
 Too many disabled bays in multi-storey, not enough mother and 

baby.
 Make parking spaces bigger in multi-storey

113 Not provided  Support
 Beneficial to have less cars parked in the market place. 

114 Not provided  Neutral
 Stronger enforcement around town.

115 Not provided  Strongly Support

116 Not provided  Neutral
 Enforce the restrictions/regulations

117 Not provided  Strongly Oppose
 Retain disabled bays by the war memorial without time restrictions.
 The use of temporary bays are only safe for some users.

118 Not provided  Strongly Oppose
 Leave them as they were.
 Disabled people have nowhere to park before 11am.

119 Not provided  Oppose
 Contractors vans do not allow access for blue badge holders. 

120 Not provided  Strongly Oppose
 The current suggestions don’t allow enough time for disabled 

people to park in bays that are also used by delivery vehicles and 
taxis

121 Not provided  Strongly Oppose
 Leave it as it was.

122 Not provided  Strongly Oppose
 Allow disabled parking all day not just specific times

123 Not provided  Strongly Oppose
 Revert them back as they were. 
 The new arrangements are posing a safety hazard, things were far 

better and a lot safer both for users and passing pedestrians
124 Not provided  Strongly Oppose

 Leave them as they were



125 Not provided  Strongly Oppose
 Disabled parking is needed in the town centre.

126 Not provided  Strongly Support
 Ensure that alternative arrangements for blue badge holders 

provide both the space needed and the safety 
 Since the trial began have felt much safer as a pedestrian.

127 Not provided  Strongly Support
 Currently a glut of disabled spaces in town centre, hurting local 

businesses by making it more difficult to visit
 Can see proposals having positive outcomes and can’t see it having 

too much of an effect on the disabled population as there are still 
plenty of disabled bays. 

128 Not provided  Strongly Oppose
 Revert to the previous parking arrangements.
 Reserved disabled bays are often occupied by delivery vehicles. Also 

the time limitation is discriminatory against disabled residents.
129 Not provided  Strong

 Disabled people cannot go out after 4pm 
 Not enough spaces made for disabled residents of Kendal

130 Not provided  Strongly Oppose
 Leave them as they were.

131 Not provided  Strongly Oppose

132 Not provided  Oppose
 Wait until places are created where the disabled person can be 

brought out on the ramp
 Most WAVs are too tall to legally enter Westmorland centre car park

133 Not provided  Strongly Oppose
 Bring back disabled parking in Market Place and Finkle Street.
 These parking places are accessible without lots of manoeuvring

134 Not provided  Strongly Oppose
 Return them as they were
 Parking times are discriminatory 

135 Not provided  Strongly Oppose
 Discriminatory against blue badge holders

136 Not provided  Oppose
 Don’t make any changes

137 Not provided  Strongly Oppose
 Return to previous arrangements or amend the timings
 Both taxis and delivery vehicles use disabled parking

138 Not provided  Strongly Oppose
 Reinstate disabled parking
 Reinstate extra hour parking

139 Not provided  Strongly Oppose
 The parking bays need to go back to how they were
 Need clearer understanding of what disabled people need to keep 

their independence
140 Not provided  Strongly Oppose

 Leave the Market Place for disabled people
 Have a park and ride system.

141 Not provided  Strongly Oppose
 Parking for WAVs is needed by the Market Place



 We need parking near the market place to attend our place of 
worship before 11am

142 Not provided  Support
 Seems to be a good suggestion

143 Not provided  Neutral

144 Not provided  Strongly Oppose
 Go back to original plan and expand the hours

145 Not provided  Strongly Oppose
 Neglected the need for the Kendal farmers market.
 Will restrict the success of the farmers market.

146 Not provided  Strongly Oppose
 Go back to blue badge holders being able to park from 9am

147 Not provided  Strongly Oppose
 Revert to the previous parking arrangements

148 Not provided  Strongly Oppose
 Leave them as they were.

149 Not provided  Strongly Support

150 Not provided  Strongly Oppose
 Revert back to how it was
 The experimental parking is worse.

151 Not provided  Strongly Support
 4pm restriction is not appropriate.

Petition received –1253 signatures

Petition statement  “We, the under signed , are opposed top the removal of the 7 
disabled parking places for Blue Badge holders from the Market Place and Finkle 
Street, Kendal.  We call on Cumbria County Council to (a) to return their use to 24/7, 
except on Market Days, and (b) to continue disabled parking in the loading bays up 
to Finkle Street from11:00am to 4:00pm daily (Loading bay parking will compensate 
for the lack of any disabled parking on Market Days”

Summary and Recommendations

150 responses and 3 statutory consultee responses, were received. In addition a 
petition of 1253 signatures was received 

Of the 150 responses received within the consultation period; 80 were received via 
online feedback the rest were via post and email.  

Of the online feedback forms 40 were in support (50%), 34 were opposed (42%) and 
6 were neutral (8%).  People indicated support because they felt safer without the 
vehicle movements in the primarily pedestrian area and many indicated that there 
were alternatives available for Disabled Badge Holders.  Of those opposed to the 
scheme the main reason was due to adapted vehicles being unable to park in other 
disabled parking bays available in town centre car parks due to height restrictions and 
that the times the dual use bays available for blue badge holders were restrictive.



Of the 69 responses received by post and email; 16 were in support and 53 are 
opposed.  The main reasons for supporting the Experimental TRO are because they 
felt safer without the vehicle movements in the primarily pedestrian area.  The main 
reasons for opposing the Experimental TRO are the times the dual use bays are 
available to blue badge holders are restrictive and dual use bays can be difficult to use 
when manoeuvring a wheelchair.  The Unitarian Church has regarding its attendees 
not being able to access the dual use bays till 11am attending the Sunday service to 
evening events and the dual use bays are too far from the church.


